
Financial services banking,  
capital markets, insurance 
Digital transformation. Business led. 
Technology enabled.

Banking, capital markets, and insurance
From the back end Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP) 
to the front line sales and service team, we help clients improve 
interactions with customers, distribution channels, and employees 
while also addressing security, regulatory and compliance needs.

Delivering the results that matter
Together, KPMG LLP (KPMG) and Microsoft help businesses create 
customer-centric organizations. We combine KPMG member firms’ 
deep domain knowledge with Microsoft’s advanced technologies 
to enable businesses to harness the power of digital innovations 
to attract and retain customers, outmaneuver the competition, 
empower their workforce and execute with confidence. 

 — We empower organizations to harness the power of digital 
automation to accelerate enterprise intelligence

 — We help clients improve interactions with customers, distribution 
channels, and employees while also addressing security, 
regulatory and compliance needs. 

 — We enable the intelligent insights needed to elevate sales and 
service levels, improve the customer experience and positively 
impact retention and margin.

Cloud strategy and 
enablement

Data and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)

Workforce  
transformation

KPMG Azure  
powered solutions 

Accelerate business agility 
and effectively leveraging 
hybrid cloud capabilities

Expand intelligence to 
all users and devices 

to accelerate business 
performance

Improve the customer 
experience by unifying 

information and 
interactions 

Improve speed to market 
with purpose-built 

solutions 

Our go-to-market pillars

Our offers Banking Capital markets Insurance Microsoft

Powered sales  
and service 

Dynamics,  
Azure, AI

Asset and wealth 
management 

Powered finance   
Sales intelligence 
engine  

Azure, AIIntelligent 
underwriting 
Actuarial 
transformation 
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Banking – Powered sales and service 
The KPMG Powered Commercial Banking proposition delivers four transformational outcomes to the front office. Powered Sales and Service enables 
bankers to better understand their customers so they can deliver relevant and valuable services and products that enable profitable relationships.

Improve customer 
experience

Increase front office  
staff productivity

Enable new  
coverage models 

Accelerate sales and 
service effectiveness

Our data and reporting is targeted at five benefit areas

Customer 
insight

Identify needs and 
recommend products

Monitor and manage 
performance

Personal  
productivity

Risk and regulatory 
compliance

Employees have 
tailored customer 

insight that deepens 
relationships

Employees know 
what the customer 
needs are and what 
products will help

Sales managers 
optimize performance 
of their workforce and 

customer portfolio

Sales processes 
are frictionless 

and decisions are 
effortless

Analytics to support 
for upfront and 

ongoing compliance 
obligations

 — Internal and 
external data 
collection

 — Customer 
segmentation

 — Customer profiling

 — Transaction history

 — Customer 
dashboards 
including  
central view

 — Customer needs 
analysis and 
recommendation

 — Product 
and service 
recommendation

 — Predicted 
likelihood of 
approval and time 
to complete

 — Predicated 
performance 
scorecards (sales 
and service)

 — Territory 
evaluation

 — Best practice 
identification  
and CI

 — Workforce 
allocation

 — Process 
automation and 
workflow

 — Role based 
dashboard

 — Automated 
insights 
recommends 
customer meeting 
agenda items and 
visit frequency

 — Right time risk 
and compliance 
monitoring

 — Best practice 
recommendations

 — Predicted risk and 
approval

Capital markets – asset and wealth management
Sales and Service for Asset and Wealth Management enables a holistic customer-lifecycle engagement model 
encompassing sales, service, and marketing interactions. 

CRM for asset management: solutions components

Activity  
management

Analytics  
and BI

Territory 
planning

Event 
management

Mobile 
experience

 — Enhanced 
collaboration 
with Office365 
Groups

 — Next best action 
prediction

 — Relationship 
intelligence with 
exchange/outlook

 — Embedded data 
enrichment with 
insidesales.com

 — Outcome driven 
insights 

 — Advanced 
customer 
segmentation 
and analysis

 — Sales 
performance 
management

 — Multi-source and 
multi-dimension 
aggregation

 — Natural language 
query

 — Familiar UI of 
Microsoft Excel

 — Forecasting  
and modeling

 — Geographic 
insights and 
coverage 
models with 
EasyTerritory.com

 — Targeted results-
driven marketing

 — Travel plans tied 
back to sales 
outcomes

 — Event planning, 
logistics, and 
registration tools

 — Self service 
portals for 
customer profile 
management 
and event 
engagement

 — Analyze event 
spend vs. 
outcomes

 — Productivity 
anywhere with 
CRM mobile app 
and Office 365

 — Capture data and 
notes anywhere

 — Increase face-to-
face customer 
time

 — Offline capability

 — Dashboards and 
analytics on a 
tablet/phone

Microsoft Cloud 
applications & 

partners

Office 365

Microsoft Azure

Dynamics 365

Power BI

EasyTerritory.com

Data governance

Integration

Data visualization
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 — Assists organizations in 
determining the optimal 
approach to serve and 
engage customers

 — Identifies target 
customers based on 
past behavior, regulatory 
filings, social behavior, 
and events based on 
sales propensity score

 — Predicts customer 
behaviors, buying trends, 
and preferences

 — Outputs enable 
relationship managers 
to better engage with 
their customers—to offer 
customized, value-added 
products and services, 
and create personalized 
customer experiences

 — Integrates capabilities 
and insights through an 
AI interface

 — Understands, interprets, 
and responds to natural 
language queries through 
a mobile or digital 
interface

Lead generation Cognitive guidance Digital assistant

Mobile/Digital UI
Brings all of  

the capabilities together 
via a  

mobile interface

Customer 
preference-driven 
multichannel 
experience

Infrastructure services

The infrastructure is critical to program success. Infrastructure 
services include cyber security, cloud services, mobile APIs,  
and data management

Banking and capital markets – Sales intelligence engine
KPMG Sales Intelligence Engine acts as a sales enablement tool to support three primary functions: targeting and lead 
generation, guided selling through personalized recommendations, and integrated digital/mobile assistance. They can be 
enabled individually or as a combined capability.

Insurance – intelligent underwriting 
KPMG intelligent underwriting: What is it?
KPMG intelligent underwriting is a risk-scoring and underwriting engine developed using machine 
learning leveraging our proprietary KPMG signals repository. It is deployed on the Microsoft Azure cloud, 
with access to Azure’s API’s. The core components of the solution are outlined below.

1. KPMG signals repository

3.  Microsoft Azure cloud platform

2. KPMG intelligent underwriting engine

Endogenous and exogenous data sources 

Data access layer

Signals transform layer

Map Connector Scheduler

Signals library

Stored

Calculated

Data 
sources

Sensors 
and 
devices

Apps

Information 
management

— Data factory  
— SSIS
— Data Catalog
— DQS
— MDM

Event hubs

IoT hub

Data stores/
Cloud

 Data lake store

—     SQL data 
 Warehouse

— APS

—   Azure SQl 
Database

— SQL server

 Cosmos DB

SQL

{  }

SQL

SQL

SQL

SQL

People

Apps

Automated 
systems

Web

Mobile

Bots

Intelligence

Dashboards & 
visualizations

— Power BI
—  Reporting  

services

Cognitive services

Bot framework

Cortana

Algorithm
Decision 
engine

Machine learning 
and analytics

Machine learning

Data lake analytics

Stream analytics

HD Insight 
(Hadoop and 
Spark)
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Cloud strategy and 
enablement

Data and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)

Workforce  
transformation

KPMG Azure  
powered solutions 

Accelerate business agility 
and effectively leveraging 
hybrid cloud capabilities

Expand intelligence to 
all users and devices 

to accelerate business 
performance

Improve the customer 
experience by unifying 

information and 
interactions 

Improve speed to market  
with purpose-built 

solutions 

 — Define the vison and develop 
cloud architecture

 — Implement a cloud solution 
(public, hybrid, private) that 
integrates with current 
applications and systems 

 — Deploy change management 
and governance programs to 
manage risk

 — Drive costs out to improve 
financial health, competitive 
posture, and speed  
to market

 — Embed AI throughout the 
front, middle, and back office 
to automate decisions

 — Instill confidence that your 
data and information is 
secure, enriched, and ready 
for use in the Azure cloud

 — Enhance traditional security 
measures with real-time 
behavioral analytics and 
anomaly detection

 — Combine AI with Robotic 
Process Automation to  
create new industry and 
domain specific solutions

 — Integrate front, middle 
and back-office business 
applications to enable a 
360 degree view of the 
customers and constituents

 — Improve collaboration, 
process efficiency and 
communications across 
channels and functions

 — Ensure compliance, 
governance, and 
transparency in  
safeguarding customer  
and constituent data 

 — Accelerate automation  
with new digital  
technologies and advanced 
business processes 

 — Quickly deploy new mobile 
and cloud ready applications 
to all users and devices

 — Improve business agility and 
rapidly respond to changing 
market dynamics and new 
market opportunities

We help our clients realize the promise of digital automation by providing insight on what tools to innovate 
with, and offering outcome-driven pragmatic approaches. 

 — Expand intelligence to all users and devices to accelerate business performance 

 — Accelerate business agility by effectively leveraging hybrid cloud capabilities 

 — Improve the customer experience by unifying information and interactions 

 — Improve speed to market with innovative purpose-built solutions 

Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible 
for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities.

kpmg.com/socialmedia
kpmg.com/us/microsoft

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the 
circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate 
and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the 
date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon 
such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the 
particular situation. 
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Contact us
Singh Mecker  
Principal, Advisory
US Executive Sponsor
T: 408-367-7070 
E: smecker@kpmg.com

Andy Bass  
Managing Director
US Alliance Leader
T: 816-802-5371 
E: abass@kpmg.com

Deb Cox
Alliance Director
T: 214-727-3975 
E: deborahcox@kpmg.com

Bob Hess 
Alliance Director
T: 908-705-3772 
E: roberthess@kpmg.com
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